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Abstract Distances matrices are traditionally analyzed with statistical methods that
represent distances as maps such as Metric Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), Gen-
eralized Procrustes Analysis (GPA), Individual Differences Scaling (INDSCAL), and
DISTATIS. MDS analyzes only one distance matrix at a time while GPA, INDSCAL
and DISTATIS extract similarities between several distance matrices. However, none
of these methods is predictive. Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) predicts one
matrix from another, but does not analyze distance matrices. We introduce a new sta-
tistical method called DIStance-based Partial Least Squares Regression (DISPLSR),
which predicts one distance matrix from another. We illustrate DISPLSR with data
obtained from a neuroimaging experiment, which explored semantic categorization.
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1 Introduction

Distance matrices are ubiquitous in the social sciences and several multivariate de-
scriptive methods have been developed to analyze them. Specifically, methods such
as metric multidimensional scaling (MDS), generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA),
individual differences scaling (INDSCAL), and DISTATIS, all display distances as
points on a map. MDS transforms a distance matrix into a cross-product matrix (akin
to a variance-covariance matrix) in order to compute a suitable coordinate system
such that the original distances between elements are represented as accurately as
possible as Euclidean distances [1, 2]. GPA analyzes the similarities between more
than two distance matrices obtained on the same elements [3]. INDSCAL analyzes
multiple distance matrices that each store distances measured in the same observa-
tions [4]. DISTATIS analyzes multiple distance matrices simultaneously by comput-
ing an optimal compromise between all the distance matrices ( [5–7]). While MDS
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only analyzes one distance matrix at a time, and GPA, INDSCAL and DISTATIS ana-
lyze several distance matrices, none of these methods predicts one distance matrix
from another.

Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) predicts a set of dependent variables
(predictee) from a set of independent variables (predictor). PLSR belongs to the fam-
ily of PLS methods which also includes Partial Least Squares Correlation (PLSC)
(also called inter-battery-analysis [9], PLS-SVD [10, 11], inter-correlation analy-
sis, canonical covariance analysis, [12], robust canonical analysis [13], or co-inertia
analysis [14]), a correlation technique that analyzes associations between two ma-
trices. While PLSC has mostly been used in neuroimaging research [8], PLSR has
been applied in many fields such as Econometrics and Chemometrics [14, 16, 17].
The basis for PLSC and PLSR is the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a ma-
trix [19, 20, 20]. PLSR requires an iterative application of the SVD, in order to find
latent variables that model the independent variables and simultaneously predict the
dependent variables. Each iteration of the SVD produces orthogonal (i.e., uncorre-
lated) latent variables and corresponding regression weights for prediction. PLSR
displays the latent variables in the form of maps, which describe the relation be-
tween the predictor and predictee.

There are a few methods that are related to PLSR and similar to DISPLSR. Sample-
based Partial Least Squares analysis (SAMPLS), developed for comparative molec-
ular field analysis [21], extracts latent variables from inter-sample distances (trans-
formed into covariances) to predict a single response variable. A variation of SAM-
PLS was later developed [22] with the modification that inter-sample distances were
calculated intrinsically (i.e., distances were calculated for each pair of elements
separately and then aggregated for the SAMPLS analysis). Distance-based Redun-
dancy Analysis (DB-RDA), developed for ecological research [23], combines MDS
and redundancy analysis (related to multiple linear regression with more than one
dependent variable) to predict a set of dependent variables from a distance ma-
trix. Multivariate Distance Matrix Regression (MDMR), developed for genomic
research [24], assesses the relationship between a distance matrix and non-distance
responses. This method was performed without using dimensional analysis and in-
stead defined a modified F statistic similar to the F statistic in ANOVA (i.e., the
ratio between explained and unexplained variance). Although SAMPLS, DB-RDA,
and MDMR are relevant methods to analyze distance matrices, they do not predict
one distance matrix from another.

2 Methodology

In order to reduce the long computation time taken to iteratively derive latent vari-
ables in PLSR, a kernel PLSR algorithm was developed to condense large data matri-
ces before the PLSR step [25]. Kernel PLSR computes association matrices (akin to
variance-covariance matrices) for the predictor and predictee separately. The prod-
uct of these association matrices, called the kernel matrix, is used to compute the
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latent variables for the PLSR step. While PLSR does not analyze distance matri-
ces, the structure of the association matrices in Kernel PLSR is comparable to the
cross-product matrix generated by MDS for distances. Therefore, the properties of
both Kernel PLSR and MDS were adapted to develop DIStance-based Partial Least
Squares Regression (DISPLSR) and DIStance-based Partial Least Squares Correla-
tion (DISPLSC). Both versions of DISPLS are discussed here with mathematical de-
tails and illustrations.

2.1 Distance-based partial least squares regression

The main algorithm for DISPLSR is derived from Kernel PLSR. All vectors in the
Kernel PLSR algorithm can be computed with the eigenvalue decomposition of ker-
nel matrices [26], which in turn are computed as the product of two association
matrices. For Kernel PLSR, the association matrix for an I"J matrix X is computed
as XXT (i.e., SX), and the association matrix for I"K matrix Y is computed as
YYT (i.e., SY). For DISPLSR, the data are in the form of distances: an I" I predic-
tor distance matrix DX and an I" I predicted distance matrix DY. These distance
matrices are converted into cross-product matrices SX and SY. In order to convert a
distance matrix d into a cross-product matrix we first define a mass vector, whose
elements are all positive and whose sum is equal to 1. When the masses for the rows
are equal, the value of each element is 1

I . The masses are stored in a vector m so
that:

mT1 = 1 . (1)

Then, an I" I conformable centering matrix is defined as:

6 = I$ 1mT , (2)

where I is a conformable identity matrix. The cross-product matrix is obtained by
double-centering the rows and columns of the distance matrix as:

S =$1
2

6D6T . (3)

Both DX and DY are transformed into SX and SY, respectively, which are re-named
as SX0 and SY0 as the input for the first iteration of the DISPLSR algorithm. The
first latent variable for the predictor is determined from the solution of this singular
value decomposition problem:

(SX0SY0) t1 = 21t1 , (4)

where SX0SY0 is the kernel matrix for the first iteration of DISPLSR, and 21 and t1
are respectively the first singular value and the first right singular vector of SX0SY0.
The first latent variable for the predictee is computed as:
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u1 = SY0t1 . (5)

Because the Kernel PLSR latent variables (i.e., t and u) are calculated on the cross-
product matrices, their lengths are not comparable with the latent variables that
are computed in the original PLSR algorithm. Therefore, latent variables have to be
rescaled to the original PLSR algorithm in order to get comparable prediction [25].
First, we scale u1 to utemp as:

u1 temp =
u1

tT1 u1
. (6)

Then, we obtain the weights to rescale t1 as:

t1weight = u1
T
tempSXu1 temp . (7)

Finally, we rescale both t1 and utemp as:

t1scaled = t1
5

t1weight , (8)

and
u1scaled = u1 temp

5
t1weight . (9)

Once the first latent variables have been computed, the matrices SX0 and SY0 are
deflated. Because we have now condensed the original matrices into cross-product
matrices, the deflation is done directly on the cross-product matrices by multiplying
them with an updating matrix G (i.e., G0 for the first iteration) computed as:

G0 = I$ t1scaledt1
T
scaled . (10)

The cross-product matrices SX0 and SY0 are deflated as:

SX1 = G0SX0GT
0 , (11)

and
SY1 = G0SY0GT

0 . (12)

This process is continued until all the latent variables have been computed and
rescaled to the original PLSR algorithm length. The latent variables of the predictor
are stored in matrix T and the latent variables of the predictee are stored in matrix
U. To derive the weights (i.e., W) and loadings (i.e., C and P) for DISPLSR, the
original matrices SX and SY are projected onto the space of T and U. We correct for
scaling with the pseudo-inverse of the square root of SX and SY (both being square
matrices) as:

W =
#

SX
1
2
$+

SXU . (13)

C =
#

SY
1
2

$+
SYT , (14)
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P =
#

SX
1
2

$+
SXT , (15)

The weights W and the loadings of SY on T, (i.e., C), are normalized so that the
sum of squares equals one. The regression weights BPLS are computed as in Kernel
PLSR:

BPLS = W
#

PTW
$$1

CT . (16)

Fig. 1: Steps for DISPLS Regression: Compute cross-product matrices; compute
kernel matrix; iteratively compute latent variables; compute weights, loadings and
regression coefficients.

Figure 1 shows the steps involved to generate latent variables and regression
weights in DISPLSR. Once the latent variables and regression weights have been
extracted, the predicted similarity structure is computed as:

'SY =
1

2
0

I

#
SXBPLSBT

PLSSX
T
$
, (17)

where 1
2
0

I
is a scaling factor with I being the number of rows (and columns) of DX

and DY. The residual similarity structure is obtained by subtracting the predicted
similarity structure from the original predictee:

6SY = SY$'SY . (18)

The quality of the DISPLSR model is evaluated by the RV coefficient, which is similar
to a squared coefficient of correlation [27, 28], computed as:
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RV =
trace{SY

T'SY}7#
trace{SY

TSY}
$#

trace{'ST
Y
'SY}

$ . (19)

The original predictee is displayed on an MDS map. The regression and residual
are projected as supplementary structures on this map to show the additivity of the
regression model:

Fsup = ST
supF%%%$1 , (20)

where Fsup is the matrix of factor scores for the supplementary similarity structure
(i.e., regression or residual), F is the matrix of factor scores for the predictee, Ssup
is the regression or residual similarity structure, and %%% is the diagonal matrix of
the eigenvalues of the predictee. Figure 2 shows the steps involved to compute and
display the regression and residual in DISPLSR.

Fig. 2: Steps for DISPLS Regression: Compute regression; compute residual; project
regression and residual as supplementary elements onto map of predictee

2.1.1 Cross-validation for DISPLSR

A permutation test on the RV coefficient can be used for hypothesis testing. In a
permutation test, a new data set—called a permuted sample—is obtained by ran-
domly reordering the labels of the rows and columns of one distance matrix and
leaving the other distance matrix unchanged. The DISPLSR model is then recom-
puted for the permuted sample to obtain a new RV coefficient. This procedure is
repeated for a large number of permuted samples, say 1,000 or 10,000. The set of
all the RV coefficients provides a sampling distribution of the RV coefficient under
the null hypothesis. The resulting null distribution of the RV is conditional on the
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original distance matrices (see [29] for more details). While the sampling distri-
bution of the RV coefficient for permuted positive semi-definite matrices has been
documented [27, 30], the sampling distribution of the RV coefficients for permuted
distance matrices has not been fully explored.

2.2 Distance-based partial least squares correlation

The original application of DISPLSR as a predictive method is ideal only when there
exist a clear predictor and a clear predictee. When both the distance matrices are de-
pendent variables, a correlation technique will better capture the similarity between
the two matrices. The idea behind DIStance-based Partial Least Squares Correlation
(DISPLSC; derived from PLSC [8]) is to extract the commonalities between two dis-
tance matrices. The difference between the algorithms of DISPLSR and DISPLSC is
that for DISPLSC the latent variables are computed in one iteration of the SVD. Also,
because there is no prediction step, the weights W, loadings P and C, and regres-
sion weights BPLS are not computed for DISPLSC. Specifically, the kernel matrix K
is given by:

K = SXSY . (21)

The SVD of K is given by:
K = U&VT , (22)

where U is the matrix of right singular vectors, V is the matrix of left singular
vectors, and & is the diagonal matrix of singular values. The latent variables for SX
(and DX) are given by:

LDX = SXU , (23)

and describe the relationship between the distances in DX with respect to the dis-
tances in DY. The latent variables for SY (and DY) are given by:

LDY = SYV , (24)

and describe the relationship between the distances in DY with respect to the dis-
tances in DX. Figure 3 shows the steps involved in DISPLSC.

Just lile the quality of the DISPLSR model The quality of the DISPLSC model is
evaluated by the RV coefficient computed between LX and LY (see Equation 19).

2.2.1 Cross-validation for DISPLSC

A permutation test on the RV coefficient between the latent variables can be used
for hypothesis testing. As mentioned earlier, a permuted sample is created by ran-
domly reordering the labels of the rows and columns of one distance matrix, leaving
the other distance matrix unchanged. The set of all the RV coefficients computed
from say 1,000 or 10,000 permutations, provides a sampling distribution of the RV
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Fig. 3: Steps for DISPLS Correlation: Compute cross-product matrices; compute
kernel matrix; compute latent variables.

coefficient under the null hypothesis, which is conditional on the original distance
matrices [29].

3 Illustration

We illustrate DISPLSR with data from a neuroimaging experiment, which explored
how the brain semantically categorizes objects [31]. Functional Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (f MRI) measures were obtained from the inferior temporal cortex
of four human participants while they viewed pictures of ninety two real-world ob-
jects. The similarity between patterns of brain activation elicited for each pair of
pictures was measured as a correlation coefficient r (ranging from $1 to +1), and
the correlation distance between these patterns of brain activation was quantified as
1$ r. The authors derived a stimulus-by-stimulus correlation distance matrix from
the f MRI data for each participant and averaged the distance matrices across all
four participants to get a mean distance matrix. The authors also obtained an av-
eraged stimulus-by-stimulus correlation distance matrix from single-cell data mea-
sured from the inferior temporal cortex of two monkeys [32]. In addition, the au-
thors computed a stimulus-by-stimulus correlation distance matrix from the actual
pictures used in the experiment. The pictures were modeled using Gabor filters that
generate a computational model of images based on texture and shape, which closely
mimics the Gabor model of neuronal function in the primary visual cortex of mam-
malian brains [33].

An MDS was first performed on each of the distance matrices to display the ob-
jects on a map (only the first and second dimensions are displayed). Figure 4a shows
the original map of the stimuli as represented by a Gabor model of the pictures. On
the whole we see no categorical structure defined by the Gabor model. Figure 4b
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shows the original map of the stimuli as measured by f MRI from the human partici-
pants and Figure 4c shows the original map of the stimuli as measured by single-cell
recordings from the monkeys. We see categories such as scenes, human faces, mon-
keys and other animals in these maps. The single-cell data from the monkeys were
more robust than the f MRI data from human participants and revealed some of the
categories more clearly.

MDS analysis for Gabor model of pictures, human f MRI & monkey single-cell data

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4: (a) MDS map for the Gabor model of pictures; (b) MDS map for f MRI data
from human participants; (c) MDS map for single-cell data from monkeys.

We performed three separate DISPLSR analyses for the data. The first DISPLSR
analysis used the distances from the Gabor model of the pictures (Figure 4a) as the
predictor and the distances from the f MRI data from the human participants (Figure
4b) as the predictee. Figure 5a shows the map of the stimuli represented by the f MRI
data as predicted from the Gabor model of the pictures (which appears to be linear
because the predictor and predictee might have only one dimension in common). If
we compare this map with the original map of stimuli derived from the f MRI data
(see Figure 4b), we see that DISPLSR predicts the face category, oblong objects and
the roundabout on the first and second dimensions. If we subtract the map of the
regression (Figure 5a) from the original map (Figure 4b), we obtain the residual
map (Figure 5b), which shows what is unique to brain activation in the inferior
temporal cortex (i.e., cannot be predicted from the Gabor model of the pictures)
such as semantic categories of faces (both human and monkey), animals, vegetables
and scenes.

The RV coefficient computed between the prediction and the original data from
the human participants was equal to .08, this value—even though quite small—
was statistically significant at p < .001 based on the permutation test. The DISPLSR
analysis has modelled the information encoded in the brain as the sum of low-level
information predicted by the Gabor model of the pictures and the high-level infor-
mation unique to the brain.
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DISPLS Regression analysis for f MRI data
(from human inferior temporal cortex)

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: (a) Regression map: Human f MRI data as predicted by the Gabor model of
the pictures; (b) Residual map: Human f MRI data not predicted by the Gabor model
of the pictures.

The second DISPLSR analysis used the distances from the Gabor model of the
pictures (Figure 4a) as the predictor and the distances from single-cell data from the
monkeys (Figure 4c) as the predictee. Figure 6a shows the map of the stimuli repre-
sented by the single-cell data as predicted from the Gabor model of the pictures. If
we compare this map with the original map of stimuli derived from the single-cell
data (see Figure 4c), we see the separation of oblong or rectangular objects from the
circular objects on the first and second dimensions. If we subtract the map of the re-
gression (Figure 6a) from the original map (Figure 4c), we obtain the residual map
(Figure 6b), which isolates semantic categories (Figure 4c). Because the single-cell
data are more robust, the residual did not isolate much of the categorical structure.
The RV coefficient between the prediction and the original data from the monkeys
was not statistically significant based on a permutation test.

Because of the similarity between primate and human vision [34], we can reason-
ably speculate that some of the basic semantic categories in humans could be traced
back to semantic categorization in monkeys. The third DISPLSR analysis used the
residual from the DISPLSR analysis for the monkeys (Figure 6b) as the predictor and
the residual from the DISPLSR analysis for the human participants (Figure 5b) as the
predictee in order to predict the semantic categorical structure in humans from the
semantic categorical structure in monkeys (after removing perceptual information
modeled by the Gabor filters).

Figure 7a shows the map of the stimuli represented by the f MRI data (not pre-
dicted by Gabor model) from the humans as predicted from the single-cell data
(not predicted by Gabor model) from the monkeys. The first dimension separates
the basic categories of animate and inanimate objects, and the second dimension
separates the non-human and human related categories. This could imply that these
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DISPLS Regression analysis for single-cell recording data
(from monkey inferior temporal cortex)

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: (a) Regression map: Monkey single-cell data as predicted by the Gabor
model of the pictures; (b) Residual map: Monkey single-cell data not predicted by
the Gabor model of the pictures.

DISPLS Regression analysis for human f MRI and monkey single-cell data
(not predicted by Gabor model)

(a) (b)

Fig. 7: (a) Regression map: Non-Gabor f MRI data from the human participants as
predicted by the non-Gabor single-cell data from the monkeys; (b) Residual map:
Non-Gabor f MRI data from the human participants not predicted by by non-Gabor
single-cell data from the monkeys.
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monkeys (who were accustomed to a human environment) and human participants
share information about these categories. If we subtract the map of the regression
(Figure 7b) from the original map (Figure 5b), we obtain the residual map (Fig-
ure 7b), which isolates semantic categories unique to human participants such as
the natural and artificial objects. The RV coefficient between the prediction and the
residual data from the DISPLSR analysis for the human participants was not statisti-
cally significant based on a permutation test.

Lastly, we performed a DISPLS Correlation analysis to determine the common-
alities between the data from the human participants and the monkeys. Figure 8a
shows the first dimension of the latent similarity structure for both the human par-
ticipants and the monkeys. We see that the first dimension separates the animate and
inanimate objects. Figure 8b shows the second dimension of the latent similarity
structure for both the human participants and the monkeys.

DISPLS Correlation analysis for human f MRI and monkey single-cell data

(a) (b)

Fig. 8: (a) First dimension of latent similarity structures for monkeys and human
participants; (b) Second dimension of latent similarity structures for monkeys and
human participants.

We see that the second dimension separates the natural and artificial objects. It is
important to note that each of these maps only depict one dimension and therefore
objects that are be better represented on other orthogonal dimensions might appear
to be mis-categorized. The RV coefficient of .75 between the latent variables for
the human participants and the latent variables for the monkeys was found to be
statistically significant at p < .001 based on a permutation test.
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4 Discussion

DISPLSR is a regression method, and so the residual will contain the unexplained
part of experimental variance, which may confound the results of a DISPLSR anal-
ysis. DISPLSR (in combination with DISTATIS) can also be used to describe the
directional dependencies of three or more sets of variables for path modeling or
multi-block analyses. The reliability of the DISPLSR maps can be tested with the
bootstrap method to generate confidence intervals for the predictee, predictor and
residual [35]. A limitation of DISPLSR is that bootstrap maps are only generated
when the original data, which were used to derive the distances between categories
of observations, are available. Although other techniques exist that find common-
alities between multiple distance matrices (e.g., GPA, INDSCAL, DISTATIS), it is
worth exploring the potential of DISPLS Correlation (DISPLSC) to capture the in-
formation from one distance matrix in relation to the information from another dis-
tance matrix. More research is required to investigate the permutation of distance
matrices in order to obtain a random sampling distribution, although a permuta-
tion test with the RV coefficient for both DISPLSR and DISPLSC is currently possi-
ble. The prediction-based approach for distance matrices offered by DIStance-based
Partial Least Squares Regression (DISPLSR), and the association-based approach
for distance matrices offered by DIStance-based Partial Least Squares Correlation
(DISPLSC) provide essential links between various domains of research.
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